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I have been asked several times about how I make night textures for Flight Simulator scenery.  The
technique of which I will write uses Paint Shop Pro - Release 7.  If you are using some other program,
you will have to convert to that version.  

Lesson number one is to get comfortable and to be in the mode to have enjoy messing with
somebody's mind.  Night textures are a license to do just that.  

I am going to start of with a couple different texture files for the Bank building.  Later, we will go to the
Frame Shop and work with that.  Here is a daytime picture of the subject store fronts.  

poured until the day it is removed.  If the building is built at a different time, the color will be different.
These particular buildings were constructed with GMAX.  Other programs could be used to obtain the
same result.  

Here is the normal daytime texture files used for the bank.

A couple notes on the bank and
my buildings in general.  I come
from a very old town.  The
buildings in that town often have
a facing that is larger than the
remainder of the building.  Also, it
was quite common for the
storefront to have a sign
attached.  Neither of these
features were to be found in
previous buildings, so through
experimentation, this is what I
have come up with.  Because the
town I was modeling did not have
nice level streets, the sidewalk
became a part of its' own and
became very representative for
the town being modeled.
Concrete also changes color
naturally from the day it is 



          

The above are actual 256 X 256 BMP files that you can use for practice.  We will work with the right
texture first primarily because it has more effect.  

Before going any further, save the above and another copy which will be named exactly the same but
will have the _LM suffix behind the original file name.  We will be working with the _LM set and keep
the daytime version put away in a safe place.

There are actually four different major areas that I want to address on this _LM texture.  The marble
front (to the top of the texture), the bank sign, the sidewalk (to the extreme right of the bank sign) and
a cornice for the top of the building which will be lighted (physically it is located under the bank sign
and the sidewalk).

Let's address the marble front first.  I have decided that I want a night light over the rotating door, and
a couple low intensity night lights inside the first floor so that the police could see if someone were in
the building.  

First, we are going to zone off the marble front using the rectangular Selection tool



In our next step, we will 'turn the sun off, turn the world to night, and start turning on the lights we
want.  

On PSP, click on the 'Effects' menu selection.  This will bring up a drop down menu.  From this menu
select 'Illumination Effects', Lights with a left click of the mouse.  This will bring up a view as shown
below.

In this window there are several areas of interest to us and several that we are not concerned with at
this time.  

In the portion tagged 'A you will see the area of the _LM texture file that you defined, the marble front
of the bank business area.  In the 'B' side you will see a darkened version of the left ('A') side.  The
control for the darkness can be found at arrow 1.  Play with it and notice that you can change the
darkness from nothing (0) to pitch black (100). A point of artistic fact here:  Although it may seem pitch
black in the middle of the night, your irises will open and detect any light that is there.  Rarely will you
see total blackness in nature.  The reason, even the slightest amount of light will reflect off of a
structure.  I prefer to start off with a setting of about 65% darkness.  If more is needed later, you have
the ability to make that happen.   DO NOT PRESS OK until directed to do so.

Arrow 2 points to an eyeball and a couple local controls.  The eye when clicked will cause any
changes you make to this window to appear on your texture.  Try it.... Proof (the eyeball) is a snapshot
of the selected portion of the texture.  Beside the eye there is  a down arrow that is for auto proof.
Auto proof provides a real time update to everything you do to the selected portion of the texture.
Should you need to zoom in or zoom out, there are magnifying glass buttons that you can use.

Arrow 3 is pointing to an option box called "On".  This links to the ability to turn on any or all of 5
individual lamps.  The lamp locations are indicated by asterisks on side 'A' of the window.  Each can
be selected by use of the 5 lamp buttons below the 'darkness' selection.  As you click on a lamp
switch, the direction target will show for that lamp.  If you cannot see the asterick for that selection,
zoom out until it can be seen.  Clicking the mouse on one of the astericks and dragging will cause the
lamp to move to a new position.  You can also play with the direction of the target or the angle of
width, all with the mouse.  Of course, you also have to click on the 'On' option box to activate the
individual lamp.  The color of that lamp is driven by the color square below arrow 4.  Clicking on the
color square will allow change of the color.  We will see that used shortly.



Recall earlier that we said we wanted a light over the doorway of the revolving door.  That is going to
require a little bit of special handling.  First we will define the amount of darkness that we are going to
use for this portion of the texture...  Let's use 65% darkness, have all lights turned off and click on OK.
We have now turned the marble front from day to night.  Now let's get some light over that door.

Our texture file now should resemble this.  Notice that
only the top third of the texture was affected, that is the
area we initially selected.  

Next, we are going to 'select' only the main door area so
that we can put in a light over the rotating door.  

After selecting the door area, again go to the Effects,
Illumination Effects, Lights from the menu bar.

We will now center of efforts on placing the overhead
lamp.  I should point out here that I am going to keep
this simple.  If you would like to get more detailed, play
with the lights and make it your work.

Shown to the right are the settings that
I used to place the light in the doorway.
I only used one light for this model.   

Step #1 for this portion is to adjust the
darkness to 0%.  You have already
darkened it previously. 

Notice that I used a slightly warm,
incandescent light in the doorway by
picking a pale yellow color.  Play with
the color and make it fluorescent if you
desire.  

You can also adjust the intensity of the
lamp to obtain different effects.  



To the left is an update of what our texture should
look like.

Our next step is to place lights inside the bank so
that they are seen in the front windows.  

Exactly the same process is used so I will not
repeat it, just show the results.  

With the windows completed, there remains a
rather flat look to the marble which is normally
smooth and therefore reflective.  

Before leaving this section of the texture, let's
warm the colors, adding some reflective light
and thereby making the marble face look
smoother.  

While at it, let's isolate the molding at the top
of the marble wall so that it does not get that
same coloring, considering that it is concrete
and should remain in the gray tones.

I will show one lamp at a
time for this portion so that
you can see the position of
the lamp along with the
intensity and color.  Feel
free to make changes that
you feel would be better,
you are the artist here.  



Take notice to the changes
to the texture file as you are
adding lamps.

Notice here that we have
changed the color of the lamp
to a blue white.  At night, the
bank sign is going to reflect off
of the marble, so we add it in
now.  

We are almost finished with the
section.  Now let's work on the
concrete molding.  I think you
will find it much easier because
you have almost everything set
up, ready to go.  



Notice the sidewalk has three distinct concrete 'slab' sections.  The section to the right would be
almost directly under the bank sign and the middle section would be immediately in front of the
rotating main door where you placed an entrance light earlier.  Since all of this is reflective light off of
the concrete sidewalk, be sure to reduce your lamp intensity.  

Everything behind the horizontal sidewalk crack would sit under the walls of the building so a little of
your light showing there will never been seen.  However, to the rear of the slab is left dark intentionally
so that the vertical edges of the curb and the basement walls can be made the darkest color of
concrete available.  

When we select or highlight
just the concrete molding at
the top of the marble wall, it
will appear in the lamp
selection area with the lamps
that we used for the marble.
By changing the color to light
gray from the standard color
set, it will give it a concrete
look.  You should not have to
move any of the lamps, just
change the color of each
lamp.

On lamp #4 we are going to
pick up a blue white color
as we did before to show
light reflection off of the
bank sign.  

That completes the top
portion of the texture file.
Our next issue will be the
sidewalk and the frame for
the sign (solid green patch).

In lieu of holding your hand
through this part, I will show
you what needs to be done
and you can go do it. 

The portion to the right is
what will be used for the
sidewalk and the basement
of the building (refer to
initial picture if needed).



Along the top of the buildings face sits yet another concrete molding.  This one however is distinctive
for the bank and is light at night with the banks colors.  In this case it is the color of money (USA
money)....  Using the technique that we have used before, have fun making it green, or blue, or red or
any other color you desire.  

One area we have yet to do is the bank sign itself.  A little trick here, we do not really have to do
anything.  Because we have left it the original day colors, it will appear as if it is lighted internally with
fluorescent lighting.  This however may be a little to bright for your liking.  Using the same technique
you have already learned, you can tune it down a shade or two and / or give the sign some subtle
highlights.  

I toned mine down a little because in the dark of night, every bit of light shows up quite bright.

No more had I put the ladder away when I was told that one of the fluorescent tubes had burned out.

One of the most important portions of learning this work is that it is your work.  Do not be afraid of it
and by all means have fun.  There are no rules......



The daytime texture for the remainder of the bank was provided earlier.  Build yourself a bank building
and have fun doing it.   If you need assistance, drop me a line through our web page.
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This building was made with a previous version
of my night texture.  The bank sign hangs
perpendicular to the building face by use of a
pipe mounting.  The Frame King storefront next
door and the bank were an experiment with
night lighted signs and reflected light off of the
sidewalk and building fronts.  

These particular buildings did not have
transparent windows.  The technique provided
here was used to add individual colors to the
various windows.    


